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(Y/R) are perceived as yield predictions (Y), without
regard to recruitment. Also the decline in catch per effort
concomitant with increased yield per recruit is often not
considered.
In this paper, a number of concepts and equations are
presented which help in interpreting results obtained using
Beverton and Holt's length-structured yield-per-recruit
model. These concepts and equations parallel those
developed for use with the age-structured version(s) of
yield-per-recruit models such as
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Abstract
The relative yield-per-recniit (Y' /R) model of Bevertonand Holt
estimatesY' /R valuesbasedon few inputs, i.e., c = meanlength at first
capture/asymptotic
length, ratio of naturalmortality to growth (M/K) and
exploitationrate(E = FfZ). However,whenusedin conjunctionwith high
M/K values and/ora wide selectioo range, which frequently occur in
small, short-lived tropical fishes and invertebrates,the model fails to
estimate the optimum level of E for a given fishery. A number of
approachesarepresentedto correctfor this andrelateddeficiencies.

whereZ = F + M. t:l = tc-to. f2 = tr-to and f3 = tmax-

tc.

The model assumes isometric von Bertalanffy
growth, natural,fishing and total mortality rates(M, F and
Introduction
Z, respectively)expressedby negativeexponentialcurves
and also assumesthat all fish of a given cohort enterthe
Following the development of an age-structured qshing ground or becomecatchableby the gear or leave
theory of fishing by Beverton and Holt (1957), these the fishery at the same ages through "knife-edge"
authorssubsequentlydeveloped(Bevertonand Holt 1964) recruitment(tv, selection(tc) and "derecruitment"(tmax),
a length-structuredversionof their yield-per-recruitmodel respectively.Theselatterassumptionsare reasonablewith
ideally suitedfor use in data-sparse,
tropical setups.
long-lived fishes, in which the biomass above tr or tc
The length-structured yield-per-recruit model of
forms the overwhelmingpart of stock biomass,but not
Bevertonand Holt (1964)had only threevariables(c, M/K
necessarily with small animals, in which,' e.g., the
and E: see below for definitions), against seven in the
selectionrange may spanthe entire size distribution (see
1957model (W~, K, to, tc, tmax,M, F; seebelow),the gap below). De-recruitment,on the otherhand,can usuallybe
between the two models being bridged by a set of
ignored (especiallywhen Z is high), by setting tmax = ~
assumptionsthat seemedreasonableenough,and lots of
nd simplifying equation(1) to
seriousalgebra.
Sinceits publication,the length-structured,
"relative"
-3Kr
-Kr,
-2Kr1
e
1
3e
3e
yield-per-rectuitmodel has beenapplied widely, notably
in the tropics, and formed the basefor a numberof useful
Z+K
Z+2K
Z+3K
generalizationsin fishery management(seee.g., Gulland
1971;Sinodaetat. 1979;Pauly 1984).
2)
Sometimes,unwary usershave interpretedresultsin
ways not intended by the authors, the most common
misinterpretationbeing that predicted yields per recruit
(Jones1957)
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From this, assuming an isometric icngth-weight
relationship,Bevertonand Holt (1964)derivedthe lengthstructured,"relative" yield-per-recruitmodel.

v' = E(1-c)M/K .
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Note that MSY is generatedwhenrelative biomassis
50% or 37% of virgin stock, at least in terms of the
Schaefer(1957)and Fox (1970)models,respectively.
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which hasthe usefulproperty of beingequalto unity
whenE = 0 and equalto 0 whenE = 1. Conversionof this
biomass index to absolute biomass per recruit can be
performed,in analogyto equation(4) by the relationship

3(1 -E)
:'
3)

(M/K)

Model Extensionll: EO.I ConceptAnalogous to FO.I
in which Y' /R is the relative yield per recruit, E =
F{Z. c = Lc/L~. where Lc is the length corresponding to tc.
where tr is set at zero. and where L.. is the asymptotic
length. corresponding to W ~ in equation (1) and (2). The
relationship between Y /R as expressed by equation (2) and
relative yield per recruit as expressed by equation (3) is
given by
VIA = (V'/AI
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Model ExtensionI: Derivation of a BiomassPer
Recruit Index

Identification, in the context of rapid assessment,
of
the values of F generatingMaximum Sustainable Yield
("Fopt") is not easy, and practitioners have therefore
developeda numberof rules of thumb, the most used of
which is Fopt = 0.5. Another definition is Fopt = FO.l,
the latter term being defmed as the fishing mortality at
which the marginalincreaseof yield per recruit is 1/10of
its value at F = 0 (Gulland and Boerema1973).Sincethe
first of these rules of thumb has been shown to
overestimateFopt (Reddington and Cooke 1983), an
equationis given below which allows estimationof EO.l,
the exploitation rate at which the marginal increaseof
relativeyield per recruitis 1/10 of its value at E = O.
The first derivativeof equation(3) is

Becauseunwary modelusersequateyield per recruit
and yield, and also in order to predict relative catch per
effort, biomass-per-recruitcurves are often drawn as a
function of F along with yield-per-recruitcurves. Such
biomasscurvescanbe derivedby dividing equation(2) by

d (V'/A)

= [(1

-C)M/K

.(V'lA)

dE

3E (1 -c)

F

Tables with computed relative equivalentsof B/R
(i.e., B'/R)~
given in Bevertonand Holt (1964). Since
the equation .they used was not given explicitly, an
appropriateequationis presentedhere,i.e.,

1 + M/K
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which can be solved for any value of E, including E
= 0 and E = 1. Using equation(7) it is simple matter to
identify using an appropriatesearchalgorithm,for a given
pair of M/K andc values,the value of E generatinga value
of d(Y' /R)/dE equalto 1/10 of the value of d(Y' /R)/dE at
E = O. Equation (7), obviously, can also be used to
estimatethe value of E at which yield per recruit is
maximized,i.e., the value of E at which d(Y' /R)/dE is
equalto zero.

Model Extensionill: Relationship Between
Exploitation Rate and Mean Length of the Fish in the

stock
Beverton and Holt (1956) showed that, given the
sameassumptionsas those used in the derivationof the
yield-per-recruitmodel,
--I ) I (L
Z/K = ( Loo- L

-L

8)

where [is the mean length computed from L'
upward, the latter being a length "not smaller than the
smallestlength of fish fully representedin catchsamples."
Note that Lc < L', except in the case of knife-edge
selection,whereLc = L '.
Equation (8) can be solved for L (J. Hoenig; pers.
comm.), in which casewe have

Model ExtensionIV: Compensatingfor the Effects of a
Wide SelectionRange
In large, long-lived fish such as cod or plaice, the
selectionprocess usually takes place over a relatively
narrowrange of sizes,such that the assumptionof "knifeedge" selectionis acceptable.In somesmall animals such
asshrimpscaughtby trawls,the selectionrangemay cover
most size classesrepresentedin the population. In such
cases, yield-per-recruit computations involving the
assumptionof knife-edge selectionmay involve a large
bias. A simple method is developed here to show the
extentof and to helpovercomethis bias.
Selectioncurvesprovide a probabilityof capture(Pi)
for catch-lengthclass (i) betweenLmin, the smallest,and
Lmax, the maximum length representedin the available
catchsamples.In the unmodifiedmodel, it is assumedthat
Pi = 0 when L < Lc and Pi = 1 whenL > Lc (hencealsoL'
= Lc). The implicit assumptionhereis that,if selectionis
not knife-edged,the yield from the fish caughtbelow Lc
will compensatefor the yield lossesdue tothe fact that not
all fish largerthanLc are caught
Although some compensation may occur, the
assumptionof knife-edge selectiondoesgeneratea large
bias, especiallyfor high valuesof E, as can be shown by
reformulating Beverton and Holt's method for
computationof yield per-recruitfor differentE valuesover
the lifespan of a fISh (section "f' in Bevenon and Holt
1964)suchthatE is assumedconstant,but P variable.This

gives
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Now sinceE =F/(F+M) andE = 1- (M/K)/(Z/K), we
alsohave

in which (Y' /R)i and (Y' /R)i+1 refer to relativeyield
per recruit as computed from the lower limit of length
class(i), Picrefersto the probability of capturebetweenLi
and Li+l (seeTable I), while Gl is defined by

10)

for 0 ~ E < 1. Thus, one can, when performing a
relative yield-per-recruit assessment, also assess
straightforwardly the reduction of mean length brought
aboutby an increaseof E.
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and where ri is a factor expressingthe proportionof
recruitsof length Li which survive, grow and reachlength
Li+l, whichis computed,for 0<£ < 1, from
(1 -c,l(M/K)
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which is analogous to Beverton and Holt's
"reduction factor", but considers P as a variable and has
the exponent (M/K)(Ej(I-E» instead ofF/K.
Replacing the (Y' /R) tenDS in equation (11) by
(B' /R) as given by equation (5) is straightforward and will
lead to estimates of biomass per recruit independent of the
knife-edge assumption.
Table 1 gives probabilities of capture for selection
gives with increasingly large ranges, from knife-edge
selection in case 1 to a selection range spanning most of
the range between 0 and Looin case 3. In Fig. lA, departure
from knife-edge selection has a profound impact on yieldper-recruit estimation, particularly at high values of E;
similar results are obtained for relative biomass per recruit
(Fig. IB).

Model ExtensionV: and Empirical Equation to Predict
M/K
Beverton and Holt (1964) presentedtheir relative
yield-per-recruitmodel in the form of yield tablesat a time
whenmicrocomputersand programmablecalculatorsdid
not exist. That they were able to include in their table a
realistic range of M/K valuesis due to a previous review
of the growth and mortality of fish (Bevertonand Holt
1959),in which they showedthat M/K varieslessbetween
stocksthan either K or M alone. Pauly (1980) used their
dataand a number of other data setsto demonstratethe
existencein fish of strongpartial correlationsbetweenM
on the one hand and L ~ and mean environmental
temperatureon the other. Here,the datacompiledin Pauly
(1980)(seePauly 1985 for correctionof 4 outliers),were
used to show that M/K in fishes is affected by the
temperaturesof their habitat,i.e.,

Model ExtensionVI: An Alternative for Plotting Yield
Isopleth Diagrams for High Values ofM/K
In the tropics, and/or when dealing with small
animals,use of the relative yield-per-recruit model often
implies useof highM/K values«2 seeabove).
In such cases, however, yield per recruit have
maxima occurring at values of E (> 0.5) and often
corresponding to extremely high values of fishing
mortality. WhenLc/L~ is near 0.5, yield isoplethdiagrams
basedon equation(3) then usually consist of 4 quadrants
(A-D) with propertiesas given in Table2.

Discussion
The variousextensionsof the lengthstructuredyieldper-recruit model presentedhere should help make its
applicationsto tropical fish and invertebratesconsiderably
easier, and lead to results that will be less biased and
straightforward to interpret These extensions also
illustratehow "classicalmodels" ratherthanbeingrejected
out of handcanbeadaptedto betterfit situationsfor which
they may not havebeenoriginally intended.
The listing of a BASIC program implementingthe
equationspresentedin this paper is available on request
from the authors..
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Fig. 1. Effect of an increasingly wide selection range on relative yield per recruit (AI and relative biomass per
recruit IB) as assessed through application of equation 111) to the data in Table 1. Note that the knife-edge
assumption leads to overestimates of yields and of optimum effort; based on Table 1.

